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Abstract. In the area of business-to-business (B2B) collaboration, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are confronted with the problem of spending a considerable time and effort on coordinating suppliers across multiple tiers of their supply chain. In tightly integrated supply chains the failure of providing services and goods on time leads to interruptions of the overall production and subsequently results in customer dissatisfaction. This paper proposes the concept of electronic Sourcing as a new approach for improving the coordination of service provision across several tiers of a supply chain. Sourcing allows for the harmonization of heterogenous system environments of collaborating parties without requiring a total disclosure of internal business details to the counterpart. Furthermore, with tool support in Sourcing it is possible to verify the correct termination of processes and the contractual adherence of service provision without imposing fixed standardized routing. As Sourcing is a new proposal for B2B supply-chain collaboration, this paper analyses features of the Sourcing concept in a pattern-based way. However, differently to intra-organizational perspectives such as control-flow, data-flow, or resource, where established in-house workflow systems and web service composition languages (WSCLs) were analyzed for patterns, this paper pursues an analysis of Sourcing patterns in a top-down way. The reason for proceeding top-down is a lack of available systems for B2B collaboration that have gone through a lengthy period of adoption to real world business activities. The discovered and specified Sourcing patterns of this paper are instrumental in the EU-FP6 project CrossWork for the conduction of case studies with industry partners from the automobile industry.

1 Introduction

After exploring and successfully applying workflow concepts for intra-organizational applications [6, 31], enterprises in the B2B domain are faced with the next challenge of achieving increased efficiency and effectiveness in the area of inter-organizational collaboration for commercial exchanges. Traditionally, a business transaction starts with negotiating and defining a contract that contains essential elements like the clear specification of a service that needs to be provided by one contracting party and how much compensation is offered by another contracting party that consumes this service. The parties involved in the contract have their own internal processes that need to be aligned inter-organizationally for the duration of the enactment of a business transaction. However, collaborating companies are confronted with many problems. For example, the
business processes of the respective parties are supported by systems that are based on concepts that differ extensively and therefore inter-organizational collaboration is too cumbersome or not possible at all. One party uses a process-formulation language that contains constructs for which no comparable constructs exists in the domain of the collaborating counterpart. The situation may occur that processes terminate correctly in-house but deadlock when they are connected because of a data-flow or control-flow problem. Furthermore, setting up an inter-organizational business process collaboration is time-consuming and costly. Thus, it is desirable to have web-based middleware and WSCLs available for an automated alignment of inter-organizational processes so that the B2B transactions are harmonized in an effective and efficient way.

This need for middleware and languages that support inter-organizational collaboration is under investigation by different research communities [15, 28, 29, 50]. Summing up these efforts, the research direction is on the one hand focusing on exploring workflow concepts and on the other hand including service-oriented business integration (SOBI). These two aspects are united in the framework of dynamic inter-organizational business process management (DIBPM) [21] where the need of organizations is addressed for dynamically bringing together the processes of a service consumer and provider over web-based infrastructures. In this case dynamically means that organizations are found and matched just-in-time in an instance based way. In the domain of SOBI, web service composition languages (WSCL) have emerged for supporting process specifications, e.g., BPEL, BPML, WSCI, WSFL, XLANG, and so on [17–19, 25, 45]. However, while these WSCLs succeed in choreographing the execution of composite services, they also require enhancement and harmonization for meeting the business requirements of collaborating parties.

Since existing applications and languages support DIBPM only partially, the question arises how to explore DIBPM features without being overwhelmed by the complexities resulting from inherent business issues, concepts, and heterogenous technologies. Thus, it is essential to find an approach that results in a separation of concerns so that a structured investigation takes place. Intra-organizational workflow systems have been explored [7] in different perspectives by using a pattern-based analysis approach. Accordingly, this paper also proposes a pattern-based exploration for DIBPM. However, in the latter case the challenge occurs that such an exploration can’t be carried out in a bottom-up way by analyzing inter-organizational applications and WSCLs that have proeven themselves over many years and been adjusted to real-world problems. For DIBPM such “reality-proven” systems and WSCLs are not yet available. Therefore, this paper pursues a pattern-based exploration of DIBPM in a top-down way, which leads to a catalog of patterns that are for harmonizing the business processes of parties that intend to engage in a business collaboration.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, Section 2 presents related work and Section 3 briefly introduces the concept of Sourcing. Next, control-flow properties of Sourcing are informally described in Section 4 followed by a presentation of Sourcing dimensions in Section 5 that are relevant for a top-down pattern discovery. The Sourcing-pattern catalog is commencing in Section 6 with a focus on the Sourcing characteristic called contractual visibility. After that Section 7 and Section 8 contain pattern specifications belonging to the Sourcing characteristics monitorability and conjoinment.
respectively. In Section 9.4 a case study from the automobile industry is demonstrating how the Sourcing concept and patterns are applied, followed by a discussion in Section 10 that detects the scope for extending the Sourcing concept. Finally, Section 11 gives a conclusion for this paper.

2 Related Work

There are two groups of related work that are discussed in this section. Firstly, several research projects have dealt with the issue of inter-organizational process collaboration in different ways. As this paper tries to explore patterns, the second group of related work presents existing pattern-catalogues for intra-organizational business process perspectives such as control-flow, data-flow, and resource that are a valuable foundation for DIBPM.

With respect to research projects, the WISE project [12, 30] resulted in a software platform for process-based B2B electronic commerce that focusses on support for a network of small and medium sized enterprizes. WISE relies on a central workflow engine to control inter-organizational processes that are termed virtual business processes. In WISE a virtual business process consists of a number of black-box services that are linked in a workflow process[12]. A service is offered by an involved organization and can be a business process that is controlled by a local workflow management system.

In the WISE project, local workflow systems are connected as black boxes by a central application, which means no process matching takes places. However, to achieve short production time in B2B, it is a common practice that a service consumer only considers a service provider as a credible supplier when it is possible to perform process mirroring. Thus, although the WISE project succeeds in orchestrating workflows of different collaborating organizations, it does not cater for a flexible degree of mutual visibility of business-process details. Furthermore, collaborating parties can not negotiate how much may be observed during the enactment phase.

In the CrossFlow project [42] inter-organizational business process collaboration was investigated. In the context of this project, the formation of virtual enterprizes is realized by dynamic outsourcing. A service matchmaker matches a service offering and a service request. Based on the electronic contract a service enactment infrastructure [24] is established dynamically, based on workflow technology. CrossFlow has an external level that spans across organizational domains where the process specification is part of a contract specification, the workflow specification language of the workflow management system IBM MQSeries Workflow [2] forms the internal process level.

In the CrossFlow project, a part of the service consumer’s process are outsourced to a service provider. The latter party has adjustment flexibility of service provision as nodes of the assigned process can be internally refined on a lower process level. However, the service provider should also be able to insert tasks in the provided process that are not merely an internal refinement, but that extend the business process on the highest level. The flexible insertion of internal back-office tasks that remain opaque to the service consumer are one reason why this type of refinement is desirable for a service provider. At the same time it must be ensured that a refinement by inserted tasks
does not violate the service provision behavior a consumer demands. Thus, Sourcing should offer a rigorous foundation to ensure such refinement flexibility.

More recently in the CrossWork [1] project, the objective is to develop automated mechanisms for allowing dynamic workflow formation and enactment, enabling hard collaboration and strong synergies between different organizations. During the course of the project the patterns presented in this paper are incorporated in an XML based language for formulating inter-organizational business process collaboration.

Referencing patterns, Gamma et al. [20] first catalogued systematically some 23 design patterns that describe the smallest recurring interactions in object-oriented systems. Those patterns are formulated in a uniform specification template and grouped into categories. For the domain of intra-organizational business process collaboration patterns were discovered in various perspectives.

In the area of control flow, a set of patterns was generated [7–9] by investigating several intra-organizational workflow systems for commonalities. The resulting patterns are grouped into different categories. Basic patterns contain a sequence, basic splits and joins, and an exclusive split of parallel branches and their simple merge. Further patterns are grouped into the categories advanced branching and synchronization, structural patterns, patterns involving multiple instances, state-based patterns, and cancellation patterns. The resulting pattern catalog is for the evaluation [5, 49] of WSCLs.

Following a similar approach as in the control-flow perspective, data-flow patterns [44] are grouped into various characteristics categories. One category is focuses on different visibility levels of data elements by various components of a workflow system. The category called data interaction focusses on the way in which data is communicated between active elements within a workflow. Next, data-transfer patterns focus on the way data elements are transferred between workflow components and additionally describe mechanisms for passing data elements across the interfaces of workflow components. Patterns for data-based routing deal with the way data elements can influence the control-flow perspective.

Patterns for the resource perspective [43] are aligned to the lifecycle of a work item. A work item is created and either offered to a single or multiple resources. Alternatively a work item can be allocated to a single resource before it is started. Once a work item is started it can be temporarily suspended by a system or it may fail. Eventually a work item completes. The transitions between those life-cycle stages of a work item either involve a workflow system or a resource. Characteristic categories for the resource perspective are deducted from those life-cycle transitions and group specified patterns.

More recently so-called service interaction patterns [16] are specified for the coordination of collaborating processes that are distributed in different, combined web services. Again, the patterns are categorized according to several dimensions. Based on the number of parties involved, an exchange between services is either bilateral or multilateral. The interaction between services is either of the nature single or multi transmission. Finally, if the bilateral interaction between services is of the nature two ways, a round-trip interaction means the receiver of a response must be equal to the sender. Alternatively a routed interaction takes place.
After related work, the next section presents a specific concept for DIBPM that is the foundation for the pattern analysis of this paper, namely the concept of Sourcing [37]. In the ongoing research project called CrossWork, Sourcing is used as an integral concept.

3 The Concept of Sourcing

Since Sourcing is tackling the issue of structurally matching inter-organizational business processes in the framework of DIBPM, a model is required to manage the complexity resulting from matching and subsequently enacting inter-organizational processes. A definition of DIBPM [21] is given as follows:

A dynamic inter-organizational business process is formed dynamically by the (automatic) integration of the subprocesses of the involved organizations. Here dynamically means that during process enactment collaborator organizations are found by searching business process market places and the subprocesses are integrated with the running process.

Note that at least one organization involved in DIBPM must expose explicit control-flow structure of its business process. Related issues to DIBPM are the definition and identification of processes, the way compatible business partners find each other efficiently, the dynamic establishment of inter-organizational processes, and the setup and coupling for process enactment. In order to manage such complex issues, a three-level framework [23] is a suitable model, which is explained in the next section.

Sourcing within the framework of DIBPM is essential for the automatic structural matching of parties who wish to collaborate. The following definition of Sourcing is used:

In the context of DIBPM, Sourcing is a framework for harmonizing on an external level the intra-organizational business processes of a service consuming and one or many service providing organizations into a B2B supply-chain collaboration. Important elements of Sourcing are the support of different visibility levels of corporate process details for the collaborating counterpart and flexible mechanisms for service monitoring and information exchange.

The definition of Sourcing presented above establishes a differentiation to the research projects mentioned in Section 2 and takes into account requirements stemming from surveying the way industrial partners collaborate in the ongoing CrossWork [1] project.

The Sourcing definition includes the requirement of flexible service monitoring. It is usually not economical or desirable for a consumer to monitor every step of service provision. Likewise, the service provider might not want all enactment progress to be monitored. The WISE project provides tools for evaluating the status of any process for monitoring to allow users to keep track and troubleshoot. Furthermore, WISE includes an awareness model [12] that allows the engine to make informed decisions about configuration, quality of service, resource reservation, load balancing, and so on.
In the CrossFlow project enactment shadowing is performed and explicit quality of service monitoring is taking place. Shadowing means the shared view on the outsourced process is equally reflected in the consumer workflow. Choosing what to monitor from consumer perspective and what to allow to monitor from a provider perspective is negotiated and afterwards specified in an e-contract. However, it is not possible in CrossFlow to flexibly choose different mechanisms of service monitoring, e.g., based on messaging or polling mechanisms.

A crucial issue for collaborating business processes is the overall correct termination. Business processes that terminate correctly in isolation may, for example, contain a deadlock when linked together. In B2B, if an inter-organizational business process collaboration fails, the consequence is penalty payments as a service is not provided as demanded. Such termination problems may also be caused by data flow through an inter-organizational process. Neither the WISE nor the CrossFlow project offer the option of verifying correct termination before enactment of service provision. On the other hand, in the CrossWork project where Sourcing is used, inter-organizational collaboration needs to be put on a sound, formal foundation. In Sourcing it is the intention to evaluate data flow in an organization, which leads to the generation of control-flow for modelling a process. Before enactment this control-flow is verifiable for correct termination by using the tool Woan [46]. Consequently, the data-flow perspective can be modelled in this initially created process so that it adheres to the correctly terminating control-flow. That way data-flow problems are reduced substantially. Thus, Sourcing needs to offer explicit control-flow constructs dedicated to data-flow across organizational domains.

The requirements above stress the importance of a sound control-flow foundation for the concept of Sourcing. Thus, the following section informally presents important control-flow properties so that a correct termination of a Sourcing configuration can subsequently be verified with tool support before enactment.

4 Control-flow Basis of Sourcing

The next subsection contains a Sourcing-configuration example based on which important control-flow properties for Sourcing are presented in the following subsection. However, a formal definition of the control-flow properties contained in the following sections is out of scope for this paper.

4.1 An Example

The example of Figure 1 is modelled using labelled Petri nets [40,41]. Squares are denoted as active nodes as they propel the net and circles are denoted as passive nodes representing states. Furthermore, active nodes are always equipped with labels. In a Petri net, passive nodes may contain tokens and active nodes consume these tokens from states. Active nodes are enabled when all their passive input nodes contain at least one token. Such an enabled, active node consumes one token from each of its passive input nodes during firing. After firing, an active node produces tokens that are placed into all its passive output nodes. Arcs in a Petri net do not link two active nodes or two passive
nodes with each other. The special type of Petri nets used in Sourcing, namely WF-nets, has one unique passive input node and one unique passive output node. Furthermore, all other active and passive nodes in a WF-net contribute to its processing.

The depicted Sourcing processes in Figure 1 are distributed across three levels [23]. The very top and bottom show the internal levels of the service consumer and provider where processes are directly enactable by process management applications, e.g., by workflow management systems. Using internal levels caters towards a heterogenous system environment. In the middle of the service provider and consumer domains, processes are designed in a conceptual level independent from infrastructure and collaboration specifics.

In the center of Figure 1 the external level is stretching across the respective domains of Sourcing parties where process matching takes place. Parts of the respective conceptual-level processes are projected to the external level for performing matching to realize automated and dynamically forged collaboration between partners. A matching is successful when the projected processes of a service consumer and a service provider are equal when similar nodes are embedded in identical control-flow constructs.

Furthermore, Figure 1 is shows relevant parts of a Sourcing configuration. Starting with the domain of the service consumer in Figure 1, an in-house process is depicted on the conceptual level that is a WF-net. The in-house process contains a subnet that is termed a consumer sphere that is visualized with a grey ellipse. On the border of the consumer sphere labelled passive nodes are called interface places. Only one interface place is \( i \)-labelled and only one is \( o \)-labelled. The other interface places are either \( in \) or \( out \)-labelled to represent that exchange direction between the in-house process and its contained consumer sphere. Furthermore, the labelling implies whether an interface place has an input arc or an output arc in the sphere. If an interface place is \( i \) or \( in \)-labelled, it has one output arc to an active node in the sphere. If an interface place is \( o \) or \( out \)-labelled, it has one input arc from an active node in the spheres.

The in-house process is mapped to the internal level of Figure 1 where legacy systems are located. The consumer sphere is enacted by a different party and therefore projected to the external level to become the consumer’s contractual sphere. From the opposite Sourcing domain a complementary provider’s contractual sphere is projected to the external level. Since the respective contractual spheres in Figure 1 are equal, consensus is given between the Sourcing parties, which is the prerequisite for a contract. Note that this paper focusses on control-flow and abstracts from other relevant concepts [14] of electronic contracting.

Finally, the Sourcing configuration of Figure 1 includes one service consumer and one service provider. However, Sourcing may be extended for multi-party contracting where many providers offer their services to one consumer, which is demonstrated in the case study of Section 9.4. Such multi-party Sourcing is realized by nesting consumer spheres. Thus, a global consumer sphere contains nested consumer spheres that are embedded in control flow. The nested consumer spheres are filled with refined spheres from service providers.
Fig. 1. A three-level business process framework
4.2 Control-Flow Properties of Sourcing

The provider’s contractual sphere is complemented by a refined sphere on the conceptual level of the service provider. Compared to the provider’s contractual sphere additional nodes are contained on the refined sphere. In Figure 1 such refinement is depicted by unlabelled active nodes in the refined sphere that do not exist in the provider’s contractual sphere. Such refinement of the service provider’s conceptual-level process must be in accordance with projection inheritance [3]. That way the service consumer has assurance the refined process does not violate the desired service-provision behavior during enactment. Projection inheritance is informally defined as follows:

*If it is not possible to distinguish the behaviors of processes \( x \) and \( y \) when arbitrary active nodes of \( x \) are executed, but when only the effects of active nodes that are also present in \( y \) are considered, then \( x \) is a subclass of \( y \).*

Thus, process \( x \) inherits the projection of the process definition \( y \) while process \( x \) conforms to the dynamic behavior of its superclass by hiding active nodes new in \( x \). Furthermore, processes in an inheritance relation always have the same termination options. For example, in Figure 1 the refining nodes in the provider’s conceptual level are visualized as unlabelled nodes that represent, for example, back office tasks. During enactment of the Sourcing configuration in Figure 1, the service consumer only perceives the behavior of the process defined on the external level without having awareness of the refining nodes.

To establish connectability between the consumer sphere, the respective contractual spheres, and the refined sphere, the obligatory requirement of well-directedness of a Sourcing configuration must be mentioned. This requirement focusses on the interface places of the spheres, which are part of what can be considered exchange channels between spheres and the remaining in-house process. A Sourcing configuration is well-directed when the interface places of the consumer sphere, the respective contractual spheres of the service consumer and provider, and the refined sphere are equal in number and labelling.

5 Dimensions and Values of Sourcing

Previous sections show the need for a comprehensive concept that tackles structural matching in DIBPM. Consequently, the concept of Sourcing is proposed and defined. In a next step this section pursues a further analysis of Sourcing dimensions and values. In an analogy to earlier analysis of control-flow, data-flow, and the resource perspective, a pattern based exploration of Sourcing is proposed. In the case of the control-flow perspective, a pattern-based analysis [9, 26] has resulted in the development of XML-based languages like XRL and YAWL [33, 38] that have strong control-flow expressiveness. Thus, by pursuing a deeper understanding of Sourcing with a pattern-based analysis approach, an important step is taken to make the concept of Sourcing operational.
5.1 Patterns in Sourcing

By employing the perspective of Sourcing, business processes bridge organizational domains for realizing B2B collaboration. Developers of such Sourcing configurations must understand the concept well. Such developers are likely to be repeatedly confronted with particular questions. How should a problem be solved and what are the pros and cons of a particular solution? Which solution should be chosen and how can the solution be realized? How does the selected solution relate to other potential solutions? Since such questions occur repetitively, developers should not have to consistently reinvent the solutions. Instead, developers of Sourcing configurations should have a set of patterns available that offer standard solutions to problems that keep reoccurring.

Patterns for the control-flow, data-flow, and resource perspective were discovered empirically after evaluating several workflow management systems and WSCLs. However, as the perspective of Sourcing is novel and no supporting systems exist yet, a special approach needs to be taken for discovering patterns. Thus, a particular pattern definition is proposed in line with Section 3 where the Sourcing definition is contained:

*A pattern for Sourcing represents a top-down discovered technology independent structure that exists across multiple applications and that has the purpose of offering a predefined, conceptual solution to recurring problems which inter-organizational business process developers are confronted with.*

The definition above raises the issue what the specifics of this top-down method are for pattern generation. The following subsection covers this issue.

5.2 A Pattern Discovery Method

In order to discover patterns for Sourcing in a structured, top-down way, the following method is chosen. As depicted in Figure 2, several characteristic dimensions of Sourcing exist in the form of axis that create a multi-dimensional, logical space. In line with the definition of Sourcing contained in Section 3 which is based on observations of industry partners in the CrossWork [1] project, the three dimensions of Figure 2 are contractual visibility, monitorability, and conjoinment.

On every axis further refining dimension values are located. The axis and their contained values serve as a taxonomy for discovering, ordering, and relating a set of patterns to each other. Furthermore, by evaluating the sort and amount of patterns used, it is possible to position a Sourcing configuration in the multi-dimensional, logical space. In Figure 2 the black circles on the walls of the cube stand for pattern instances that create Sourcing configurations. The connecting lines show the positioning of two concrete configurations where both configuration use four patterns belonging to particular axis values.

The first dimension addresses the issue of keeping business secrets by disclosing different amounts of internal process details to the collaborating counterpart. Thus, depicted dimension values are called white box, grey box, and black box for which patterns are specified in Section 6. The monitorability dimension is focusing on linking equivalent nodes of the consumer sphere and the refined sphere so that their enactment is coordinated and it is possible for one party to observe in a flexible way the enactment progress.
of the Sourcing counterpart. Given values in Figure 2 are messaging and polling from which patterns are deducted in Section 7. Finally, the conjoinment dimension addresses the issue of modelling the exchange of commercially relevant information between the collaborating domains. Such information exchange is either one-directional or bi-directional and Section 8 specifies patterns that are deducted from the given values.

5.3 A Pattern Specification Template

For specifying discovered Sourcing patterns in the following sections, a description template is used containing a name, problem statement, pattern description, several forces, and one or several examples:

- The name is an identifier of a pattern that needs to be meaningful and representative for its main ideas.
- The problem of a pattern is a statement describing the context of pattern application. In this context conflicting environmental objectives and their constraints are described. The application of a pattern in that context should result in an alignment of the given objectives.
- The description of a pattern mentions the inherent, differing pattern properties and describes the relationship between them.
- The forces describe obstacles that occur during pattern application and that may prevent an alignment of objectives of a pattern context.
- Finally, the example of a pattern either describes a concrete instance in a real-world setting where the pattern is used or an abstract application scenario. Furthermore, the intuitive Visualization
Next, the following section specifies three patterns in the mentioned pattern-description template that belong to the contractual-visibility dimension.

6 Contractual Visibility

The three-level model of Figure 1 shows two identical contractual spheres contained in the external level of a Sourcing configuration resulting from a consensus between service consumer and provider. The contractual visibility is variable depending on the amount of process content that is projected from the consumer sphere and the refined sphere to the contractual sphere. On the one hand the consumer sphere and the contractual spheres contain identical nodes and control-flow constructs. Such an example is depicted in Figure 1. On the other hand only the interfaces of the consumer sphere are projected to the contractual sphere, which grants the service provider no visibility of further process details in the consumer sphere. Finally, a third option of contractual visibility is located between the extremes where the consumer sphere’s interfaces and a subset of the remaining process content is projected to the contractual sphere. Corresponding to the values on the contractual-visibility axis of Figure 2, the emerging patterns for contractual visibility are called black box, grey box, and white box.

The figures below depict contractual-visibility patterns, only contain two levels, namely the service provider’s and consumer’s conceptual level, and the external level. The reason is that the consumer’s and provider’s contractual spheres always need to be similar for representing a consensus. Thus, depicting both contractual spheres does not add to the specification of contractual-visibility patterns. Furthermore, in the consumer’s contractual level only the sphere is depicted and the rest of the in-house process omitted as the content of the in-house process has no influence on the type of contractual-visibility pattern. Finally, when an active node is depicted with a $\tau$ label [4] in a consumer sphere or a refined sphere, it means the Sourcing counterpart is not aware of this active node during the build time and the enactment of a Sourcing configuration. During build time the Sourcing counterpart is not aware because a $\tau$ labelled active node is not projected to the external level and during enactment the counterpart is not aware since the effects of enacting a $\tau$ labelled active node are hidden from the counterpart.

Pattern 1 (Black Box)

Problem: The service consumer is interested in using service provision. However, the consumer does not mind how the provision is carried out as long as the specified exchanges are performed correctly.

Description: In the case of black-box visibility, only the interfaces of the consumer sphere are focused on. These interface places must be equally contained with identical labels in the consumer sphere and the refined sphere. It is not permitted for any sphere of the external level or the respective conceptual levels to have a deviating set of interface places or differing labels. The opposing Sourcing parties are not aware of other details in the consumer sphere and the refined sphere since the contractual spheres only contain interface places with their labels. Thus, the refined sphere may otherwise completely
deviate from the consumer sphere provided the similar interface places are serviced correctly according to their labels.

**Forces:** When only the interfaces of a contractual sphere are given, the service provider might struggle to fill the refined sphere with process content. During the enactment of a Sourcing configuration the consumer might experience service provision that is counter productive.

**Examples:**

- A travel agency organizes journeys abroad for arbitrary customers. Such a travel package consists of booking a trip, finding a hotel, renting a car, and so on. The travel agency does not specialize on negotiating and ordering affordable hotel bookings. As a result such a service is sourced in from service brokers where providers are registered who know the market and have special agreements with hotels in proximity. Since the concrete procedures of finding and booking most suitable hotels differs from country to country, the travel agency merely discloses the interfaces for starting and ending the hotel-booking service and additional interfaces for communicating with the provider service the travel details and receiving the billing details.

- In Figure 3 an abstract example of a black-box pattern is presented. The $i$ and $o$-labelled input and output places and the $in$ and $out$-labelled interface places are fully disclosed in the contractual sphere. Consequently these interface places are also part of the refined sphere. However, it is depicted that all active nodes contained in the consumer sphere and the refined sphere have a $\tau$ label, which means the Sourcing counterparts are not aware of the other’s process content. Additionally, Figure 3 depicts that control-flow constructs in both conceptual-level spheres are
different. However, these differences do not result in soundness problems as long as the interface places are adhered to. The reason is that the consumer sphere and the refined sphere are WF-nets when the \textit{in} and \textit{out}-labelled interface places are removed.

\textbf{Pattern 2 (White Box)}

\textbf{Problem:} The service consumer demands an externalized service where the provider must strictly adhere to the requirements defined in the consumer sphere. Despite having strict service requirements imposed, the provider should still have the flexibility to adjust his service provision to internal requirements. However, these internal adjustments should remain hidden from the service consumer.

\textbf{Description:} A consumer sphere is fully projected to the external level of a Sourcing configuration. All labels are visible to the provider as they are fully projected to the consumer’s contractual sphere. As a result the nodes and labels of the contractual sphere are all present in the refined sphere. However, it is possible for the service provider to insert additional active nodes in the refined sphere in accordance with projection inheritance [3].

\textbf{Forces:} Adhering to projection inheritance in a refined conceptual sphere is not trivial for a service provider as the correct application of refinement rules requires deep knowledge of modelling formalisms when no tool support is available. However, with tool support projection inheritance can be verified by replacing the consumer sphere of

\textbf{Fig. 4.} White-box pattern example
the in-house process with the refined sphere. Projection inheritance is given when the resulting net is a subclass of the in-house process.

**Examples:**

- For a so-called original equipment manufacturer (OEM) in the automobile industry it is important to reduce the production time per truck to 14 working days. In order to achieve this objective, the OEM pursues a tight integration of suppliers. Given the complexity of producing a truck within the market-dictated time budget, the OEM demands that providers precisely mirror processes that are outsourced.
- Figure 4 depicts that all nodes, control-flow constructs, and labels of the consumer and contractual sphere are similar and no deviations are contained. While the refined sphere at the bottom of Figure 4 contains all elements of the contractual sphere, many additional elements are depicted with active nodes containing a \( \tau \) label. This means the service consumer is not aware of these additional active nodes during build and run time.

**Fig. 5. Grey-box pattern example**

**Pattern 3 (Grey Box)**

**Problem:** The service consumer does not mind in large parts how service provision is realized. However, the consumer wants to ensure that particular steps contained in the provided service are mandatory and carried out in certain control-flows.

**Description:** The pattern does not permit deviating interface places in the consumer sphere, the contractual sphere, and the refined sphere. Furthermore, a subset of nodes different from interface places contained in the consumer sphere is projected to the
contractual sphere. As a result many nodes in the consumer sphere are therefore not visible to the service provider. The subset of nodes contained in the contractual sphere must be equally present in the refined sphere. To recomplete the demanded service provision, the provider fills the sphere adopted from the external level with additional nodes that are opaque for the service consumer. The resulting refined sphere is must be a WF-net.

**Forces:** The service consumer can not demand from the provider adherence to projection inheritance since only parts of the overall consumer sphere are disclosed.

**Examples:**

- An OEM in the automobile industry demands from a provider the delivery of leather coated car seats. However, the OEM demands from the provider to purchase the leather from a special certified seller following an agreed upon flow of tasks.

- An example of grey-box contractual visibility is depicted in Figure 5. The contractual sphere depicts interface places with labels that are identical compared to the consumer sphere and the refined sphere. The contractual sphere shows two process places and two labelled, active nodes that are equally contained in the consumer sphere and the refined sphere. However, the the latter two spheres fill the gap depicted in the contractual sphere with differing nodes embedded in different control-flow constructs. Since active nodes carry \( \tau \) labels, the Sourcing counterparts are not aware how the sphere in the opposing domain is completed.

In the next section patterns belonging to values of the dimension called monitorability are presented. These monitorability patterns ensure different levels of enactment awareness for the service consumer.

### 7 Monitorability

Revisiting the initial Sourcing example of Figure 1, there is no linking depicted between the contractual sphere, refined sphere, and the contractual spheres of the respective Sourcing domains. However, during enactment of a Sourcing configuration, the collaborating parties must be able to coordinate and overview in a flexible way the service provision and consumption. Thus, the monitorability patterns of this section offer ways of establishing such links between spheres in different domains.

Communication across organizational domains may take place in two ways. Accordingly, in Figure 2 two values are contained in the dimension called monitorability, namely polling and messaging. Based on those generalized communication concepts, patterns for Sourcing are deducted. In the case of value **polling** one Sourcing domain periodically asks if a change has taken place to a linked node of the opposing Sourcing domain. Detected changes are duplicated by the linked node in the polling Sourcing domain. The second monitorability classifier called **messaging** reverses the signalling direction. When a linked node experiences a change, a signal is sent to the other linked node in the opposing Sourcing domain. Investigating such opposing monitorability patterns is relevant to cater for a heterogeneous enactment environment that does not cater for similar monitorability options in the opposing Sourcing domains.
The degree of monitorability for a service consumer during the enactment of a Sourcing configuration is determined by the level of contractual visibility (see Section 6). Only nodes from the consumer sphere and the refined sphere of a Sourcing configuration that are projected to the respective contractual spheres on the external level are considered for monitorability. Figure 6 depicts different messaging and polling patterns for linking such passive and active nodes without claiming completeness. However, before messaging-monitorability patterns are specified in the following subsection, an investigation of issues related to the monitorability of equally labelled active nodes with a life cycle is carried out.

### 7.1 Introduction of Life-Cycle Monitorability

For applying patterns of life-cycle monitorability, it is necessary to explore whether it is possible to achieve a mapping of life-cycle stages that equally labelled, active nodes use in opposing Sourcing domains. For presenting an analysis of the problem in this subsection, a life cycle of an active node is refined to a labelled WF-net when an isolated active node has only one passive-input node and one passive-output node. As Figure 7 shows, there is only one life-cycle transition serving as an output node of that active node’s passive-input node and only one life-cycle transition serving as an input node of the active node’s passive output node. Those life-cycle transitions propel an active node’s life-cycle states, which are represented by labelled passive nodes.

If an active node in a process has multiple passive-input nodes, they are at the same time multiple passive-input nodes of the first labelled life-cycle transition that is starting to propel the life cycle. Equally, when the active node with a life cycle has multiple passive-output nodes, they are at the same time the passive-output nodes of the last unique, labelled life-cycle transition.

In Figure 7 the respective active nodes’ life cycles are WF-nets as both have one passive input and one passive output node. The active nodes are depicted by grey shaded boxes. All other nodes are connected, i.e., they have at least one input and one output arc. In
both cases the life-cycle nets terminate after enactment so that only one token is left in their passive-output nodes. Furthermore, Figure 7 contains a loop for pausing and resuming an active node that is in the life-cycle stage *executing*. The active node contains an additional life-cycle transition and state for event setting, which is not present in the consumer’s life cycle. When an active node is accepted by a provider, this may serve as an event that other active nodes might need to wait for before they can be enabled.

Revisiting the notion of projection inheritance in Section 3, the life-cycle of the provider’s isolated active node in Figure 7 is a subclass of the consumer’s active-node life cycle. Thus, in this case, when all active nodes in a refined sphere and an in-house process are replaced with life-cycle transitions and life-cycle states then an in-house process containing a refined sphere instead of the consumer sphere is still a sound WF-net. Next, the patterns depicted in Figure 6 are described in further detail starting with patterns for the monitorability value called *messaging*. For all specified monitorability patterns the examples are of an abstract nature and adjusted to purposeful applications in a Sourcing configuration.

**Pattern 4 (Token Propagation)**

**Problem:** During the enactment of a Sourcing configuration, tokens enter *out*-labelled interface places in the refined sphere that should trigger a message exchange with the in-house process. Since all passive nodes of the refined sphere must be empty after enactment, these tokens should be removed while the exchange between the refined sphere and the in-house process takes place. Additionally, the final token left in the *o*-labelled output place of the refined sphere needs to be removed to complete enactment.

**Description:** This pattern links two equally labelled passive nodes from spheres that are not part of the same level in a Sourcing configuration. Thus, linked are *out* and *o*-labelled interface places of the refined sphere, contractual sphere, and the consumer sphere. The propagation starts when a token arrives in the linked passive source node. In that case the token is passed on as a message to the linked passive target node in the
different level. As a result the passive source node has that token removed and placed in the passive target node.

**Forces:** A token already resides in the out-labelled interface place of the consumer sphere before token propagation takes place. Thus, this token may be ahead of the refined sphere’s out-labelled interface place and as a result it still takes more time until a token-propagation message is triggered. Such an ‘early’ token can not result in enabling an active node.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 8.** Example of token propagation and token messaging

**Examples:**

- For o-labelled interface places, the Sourcing configuration depicted in Figure 8 shows an example of an ‘early’ token occurring in combination with token propagation. A small e shows which active nodes are enabled. The enactment state of Figure 8 shows a token in the consumer sphere’s o-labelled interface place that is early. The reason is an additional active node with attached \( \tau \) label in the refined sphere at the left bottom of Figure 8 that is enabled but hasn’t fired yet. The active node of the in-house process that follows the consumer sphere’s o-labelled interface place cannot be enabled as the contained token is too early produced after the firing of the b-labelled active node. When the \( \tau \)-labelled active node of the refined sphere completes firing, a token is placed in the output place. Consequently, the triggered token-propagation message results in having the token removed from the o-labelled
interface place of the refined sphere. Next, the early token in the consumer sphere turns ‘current’ and enables the active output node of the in-house process.

– The out-labelled interface place of the refined sphere in Figure 8 is connected with a token-propagation arc. When a token is placed in the interface place, a message is sent to the equally labelled interface place of the consumer sphere. As a result the token is passed on across the Sourcing domains from one interface place to the other.

Pattern 5 (Token Messaging)

Problem: During the enactment of service provision, the consumer wants to observe certain provision states. Thus, state changes that occur in the refined sphere of the provider domain should be mirrored by the consumer sphere in the opposing domain.

Description: The token-messaging mechanism is triggered when a passive source node experiences a change in the contained amount of tokens. A message delivers the new number of contained tokens to the passive target node. The passive target node evaluates if its contained token amount deviates from the number delivered in the received message. If the number deviates, the tokens contained in the passive target node are synchronized while the amount of tokens in the passive source node remain unchanged.

Examples:

– Figure 8 depicts a token-messaging example for i-labelled interface places. The token-messaging direction must lead from the consumer sphere to the refined sphere. The reason for this linking direction is that an active input node belonging to the service consumer’s in-house process puts a token into the consumer sphere. Consequently, the enactment of the consumer sphere is started. In order to start the enactment of the refined sphere, token messaging is required to put a token into the i-labelled interface place of the refined sphere. After token messaging, the input places of both spheres contain a token and the enactment of the Sourcing configuration may carry on.

– To support monitorability for the service consumer, passive nodes in spheres that are not interface places can be linked in the direction from the provider domain to the consumer domain. Once the enactment of service provision is started, state changes are taking place in the refined sphere that should be monitorable in the consumer sphere. Thus, token messaging from the provider domain to the consumer results in having state changes of service provision followed for permitting consumer monitoring. In Figure 8 corresponding examples are depicted.

– Interface places with an in label have an active input node from the in-house process outside of the consumer sphere. As Figure 8 shows, such a token enables the active receive nodes in the consumer sphere and the refined sphere. Therefore, token messaging is applicable in such a case with a linking direction from the consumer sphere to the refined sphere.

Pattern 6 (Transition Messaging)

Problem: An active node does not contain a lower-level life cycle, i.e., it is a transition. An equivalently labelled transition in the consumer domain only has to be enacted when the linked transition in the provider’s refined sphere has fired.
**Description:** While a linked source transition fires, a message is sent to the equally labelled target transition. If the target transition is enabled, i.e., has a token in all its input places, the transition fires once the message from the equally labelled source transition arrives. Consequently, the target transition produces a token for all its output places.

**Examples:**

- An example of transition messaging is depicted in Figure 9 in connection with active nodes that have life-cycles. When enabled, the consumer’s life-cycle transitions can fire in sync with an equally labelled life-cycle transition of a service provider. The life-cycle transitions labelled *accept* and *complete* equally occur in active nodes of the service consumer and provider domain. Thus, these two nodes are suitable for linking with transition-messaging arcs directed from the service provider to the consumer.

- Active nodes without a life cycle can be linked with a transition-messaging arc. These nodes must have equal labels and be mutually known, i.e., be part of the respective contractual spheres on the external level of a Sourcing configuration. Then the linking direction is from the domain of the service provider to the domain of the consumer.

![Fig. 9. Life-cycle messaging as a black box and white box](image)

**Pattern 7 (Life-Cycle Messaging)**

**Problem:** During the enactment of active nodes carrying labels that are equally located in the domains of the respective Sourcing parties, the life-cycle changes need to be communicated from the domain of the service provider to the consumer’s domain.

**Description:** This pattern assumes the life-cycle of active nodes that are linked for monitoring consist of lower-level nets. Consequently, life-cycle states and life-cycle transitions that are semantically matched for the respective active nodes, are linked with token messaging and transition messaging arcs.
**Forces:** Prior semantic life-cycle mapping is required in the heterogeneous system environments of the service consumer and provider. As discussed in the beginning of Subsection 7.1, linked active nodes might have different life cycles with steps not present in the opposing Sourcing domain or with differently positioned life-cycle steps. Some life-cycle steps may be mutually present but differently termed. Thus, a decision needs to be taken about the semantic equivalence of particular life-cycle steps. Equivalently to the depiction of Figure 8, life-cycle messaging is also confronted with the problem of 'early' tokens.

**Examples:**

- In the example depicted in Figure 9, the life-cycle states in the consumer’s and provider’s active node carry the equal *executing* label. Thus, the respective life-cycle states are linked with a token-messaging arc (see Pattern 5). During the enactment of a Sourcing configuration the life-cycle transitions in the refined sphere propel the life cycle of active nodes. Tokens that appear in the source life-cycle state are messaged to the equally labelled target life-cycle state in the consumer domain.
- Equally labelled life-cycle transitions are linked with a transition-messaging arc (see Pattern 6) from the direction of a service provider to a consumer. An example is given in the previous pattern.

The following patterns are focusing on different ways of polling changes during the enactment of a Sourcing configuration. Those polled changes help one Sourcing party to monitor and mirror the enactment progress of the opposing Sourcing party. In Figure 6 the monitorability patterns that use polling mechanisms are depicted at the top. These patterns are described below in further detail:

**Pattern 8 (Token Takeover)**

**Problem:** A refined sphere needs to be cleared of tokens residing in passive nodes that do not serve as input nodes to any other active nodes. However, the token clearing is triggered from the domain of the service consumer.

**Description:** Either *o*-labelled or *out*-labelled interface places are linked in the direction from a consumer sphere to the corresponding refined sphere of a provider. A request is sent periodically from the domain of a service consumer to the equally labelled passive node of the refined sphere to check whether a token resides there. If the response is positive, the token is removed from the provider domain and placed in the target interface place of the consumer domain.

**Forces:** When *o*-labelled interface places of the service consumer and provider are linked by using a token-takeover pattern, a special situation occurs with respect to an 'early' token that arrives in the consumer’s *o*-labelled interface place. A request is triggered for token takeover from the domain of the service consumer. If the reply message from the provider domain states no token is contained then active output nodes of the consumer sphere’s *o*-labelled interface place are not enabled by that 'early' token.

**Examples:**

- The *out*-labelled interface place of the refined sphere in Figure 10 is connected to a token-takeover arc. When a token is placed in that interface place, token polling
Fig. 10. Example of token takeover and token polling from the domain of the service consumer results in a positive response. As a result the token is taken over and placed in the equally labelled interface place of the consumer’s domain. Consequently, the provider’s out-labelled interface place is empty.

– For o-labelled interface places, the Sourcing configuration in Figure 10 shows an application of token takeover. Periodically the provider’s interface place is polled for contained tokens that need to be removed and placed in the o-labelled interface place of the consumer. When a token is contained in the latter interface place, the following τ-labelled output node that belongs to the in-house process, is not enabled. Instead a token needs to be taken over first from the service provider’s o-labelled interface place to make the ‘early’ token in the consumer’s sphere ‘current’. As a result the τ-labelled active-output node is enabled and ready to fire.

Pattern 9 (Token Polling)

Problem: During the enactment of a Sourcing configuration the opposing Sourcing parties want to monitor the progress of state changes. However, for economic reasons only some state changes are of relevance to a Sourcing party and are consequently mirrored according to the opposing domain.

Description: Passive nodes that belong to the domains of a service provider and consumer and that are not out and o-labelled interface places are linked with each other. Periodically the number of tokens contained in the respective passive nodes are checked. When the numbers deviate, the amount of tokens contained in the passive node of the polling domain is synchronized if it is less than in the target domain. Such synchronization does not affect the token amount contained in the passive node of the target domain.
**Forces:** The proper setting of the polling interval is relevant for keeping the polling domain up to date with respect to state changes in the target domain. If the polling intervals are too long, state changes of the target domain can be missed. On the other hand, if the polling intervals are very short, the performance of the applications involved in the enactment of a Sourcing configuration are stressed unnecessarily. Furthermore, it must be stated that early tokens may occur in a linked passive node of a consumer sphere. Thus, such an early token only enables the output transitions of the place it resides in when the procedure of token polling results in a synchronization of the amount of tokens compared to the linked passive node in the refined sphere.

**Examples:**

- The $i$-labelled interface place of the consumer sphere and refined sphere in Figure 10 are linked with token-polling arcs in the direction from service provider to consumer. The reason for the linking direction is that an enactment-initializing token reaching the $i$-labelled interface place of a consumer sphere is at the same time the trigger for starting the enactment of the refined sphere.
- The $in$-labelled interface places of Figure 10 are linked with a token-polling arc from the domain of the service consumer to the provider. The token is produced by an active input node belonging to the consumer’s in-house process and consumed by an active receive node that is located in the refined sphere.
- Passive nodes that are not interface places are linked with token-polling arcs in the direction from service consumer to the provider domain. In Figure 10 the passive node between the $a$ and $b$-labelled active nodes of the refined sphere is polled for tokens. The linked place in the consumer sphere synchronizes its token number.

**Pattern 10 (Transition Polling)**

**Problem:** A service consumer wants to monitor when an enabled active node without a life cycle, i.e., a transition, may fire in its domain.

**Description:** Two transition nodes with equal labels in opposing Sourcing domains are linked in the direction from service consumer to provider. When the consumer's transition is enabled, periodic polling takes place to check if the provider's linked transition has fired. If the response is positive, the consumer transition fires and the polling is stopped.

**Forces:** The forces exerted on this pattern are comparable to the forces of Pattern 9 during the enactment of a Sourcing configuration with respect to the alignment promptness of a source transition compared to the polled target transition.

**Examples:**

- An example of transition polling is depicted in Figure 11 in connection with active nodes that have life-cycles. Both life-cycle transitions labelled accept and complete occur in active nodes of the service consumer and provider domain. The equally labelled life-cycle transition of the service provider is periodically polled. If the response contains the message that firing has been carried out, the consumer transition fires, which results in a change of the life-cycle state.
- Transitions, i.e., active nodes without life cycles, that are equally labelled in the domains of the service consumer and provider may be linked with transition-polling arcs. When the consumer’s transition is enabled, polling of the target transition in
the provider’s domain starts to monitor its firing. This is periodically repeated until
the response states firing occurred. As a result the consumer transition also fires to
follow the provider domain and polling is stopped.

Fig. 11. Life-cycle polling as a black box and white box

Pattern 11 (Life-Cycle Polling)
Problem: During enactment of a Sourcing configuration the life cycles of active nodes
in the consumer sphere need to be synchronized with the life-cycles of equally labelled
active nodes in the provider’s domain. However, the initiative for triggering alignments
during service enactment should occur in the consumer domain.
Description: This pattern assumes the life-cycles of active nodes consists of a lower-
level net (see Subsection 7.1). It is a prerequisite that life-cycle states and life-cycle
transitions need to be semantically matched across Sourcing domains. Consequently
they are linked in the direction from the service consumer to the provider domain with
token-polling and transition-polling arcs.
Forces: For this pattern the forces are comparable to those mentioned in Pattern 7 about
life-cycle messaging. Additionally, the polling intervals must be set appropriately. The
consumer sphere runs the danger of falling behind during enactment when polling is
not performed promptly. However, too frequent polling is a burden for the efficiency of
applications that are used during the enactment of a Sourcing configuration.
Examples:
– In the example depicted in Figure 11 the life-cycle states labelled executing in the
consumer’s and provider’s active node are linked with a token-polling arc (see Pat-
tern 9). During enactment of a Sourcing configuration the provider’s active node
is polled for having reached the life-cycle stage executing. If the response results
in having a lower number of tokens contained in the respective life-cycle state, the
number of tokens is aligned in the domain of the service consumer. Consequently,
the tokens in the provider’s life-cycle state remain unchanged.
– Equally labelled life-cycle transitions are linked with a transition-polling arc from the direction of a service consumer to a provider domain. An example is given in Pattern 10.

Next, the Sourcing-patterns space in Figure 2 contains another Sourcing dimension that is covered in following section, namely conjoinment.

8 Conjoinment

Conjoinment is focusing on the way a service provider and consumer establish exchange channels with each other. In the example of Figure 1, the refined sphere, respective contractual spheres, and the consumer sphere contain out-labelled interface places through which such conjoinment between the two Sourcing domains takes place.

In Figure 12 an extra notation for active nodes is presented that is used for further discussing the conjoinment dimension. By using this notation, particular features of conjoinment patterns become apparent. The active nodes of Figure 12 either receive a message, send a message, or receive and send a message consecutively. Such nodes can either be transitions that fire immediately when enabled or they contain more elaborate life cycles (see Subsection 7.1).

Fig. 12. Active conjoinment node notation

In order to make those distinctions visible, additional labels are depicted in Figure 12 that are carried by the shown nodes. The labels \( S, R, B \) are for active nodes with lower level life cycles where the first is sending or initiating an exchange, the second receives or accepts an exchange, and the latter is bidirectional, i.e., the node needs to accept an exchange before it is enabled to initiate a counter exchange after firing. The labels \( ST, RT, BT \) are for active nodes that are transitions without any contained life cycle where the first is for an exchange-initiating transition, the second an exchange-accepting transition, and the latter node is a bi-directional transition that needs to accept an exchange before an exchange is initiated in response.

In accordance with the values depicted in Figure 2 on the conjoinment dimension, the first two patterns described below are part of the conjoinment value \textit{one-directional} and the latter two patterns are part of the value \textit{bi-directional}. The reason for having two patterns deducted from each conjoinment value is that an information exchange can either be initiated from the domain of the service consumer or from the domain of the service provider.
Every pattern specification includes a visualization that consists of two parts. The top shows the conceptual-level in the consumer domain consisting of an in-house process with a contained consumer sphere. Due to the requirement of well-directedness (see Section 3) the conjoinment pattern of the top figures is replicated in the contractual spheres and the refined sphere. Thus, for sake of brevity a depiction of the external level and the provider’s conceptual level are omitted. If the labels of conjoinment nodes in the top depictions are in brackets, then the service provider is not aware of them as they are part of the in-house process. The same is true for active nodes that carry a $\tau$-label. The bottom of the pattern figures show pattern variations that employing different types of conjoinment nodes from Figure 12. The specified conjoinment patterns do not contain a description of related forces as they are similar. Instead the forces are given towards the end of this section.

**Pattern 12 (Provider-Initiated One-Directional)**

**Problem:** During build time of a Sourcing configuration a construct is required that allows the service consumer and provider to reach consensus on an exchange of information directed from the provider domain to the consumer domain. The created exchange should permit the checking of correct termination.

**Description:** All spheres of a Sourcing configuration have a port through which information leaves towards the domain of the service consumer. This port has an input node for triggering the sending of information. In the domain of the service consumer an output node of the port receives the delivered information. This receiving conjoinment node is part of an in-house process outside of the consumer sphere.

**Examples:**

- A service provider in the automobile industry agrees to supply an engine to an original manufacturer (OEM) of trucks. The OEM demands process mirroring for achieving a tight integration with the provider. Whenever the production of an engine is completed, the OEM demands to have the resulting data from the quality checks delivered for evaluation and controlling purposes.

![Fig. 13. Provider-initiated one-directional conjoinment](image-url)
An abstract example is depicted at the top of Figure 13 where a conceptual-level process in the consumer domain is depicted. The consumer sphere contains a sending conjoinment node connected to an out-labelled interface place. These two nodes are replicated in all other spheres that are part of the same Sourcing configuration if they are projected to the consumer’s contractual sphere. The in-house process of Figure 13 has an R-labelled conjoinment node that uses the interface place as an input node. Since the enactment of the sending conjoinment node takes place in the domain of the service provider, an exchange from provider to consumer takes place via the external level.

**Pattern 13 (Consumer-Initiated One-Directional)**

**Problem:** The Sourcing parties need to reach consensus on an information exchange directed from the consumer domain to the provider domain. Such an exchange should not endanger the correct termination of the overall Sourcing configuration.

![Pattern 13](image)

**Description:** In the domain of the service consumer a sending conjoinment node that initiates information exchange to the domain of the service provider, is part of an in-house process outside of the consumer sphere. Such an active node is connected to a port through which information is injected into the spheres of the Sourcing configuration. The input port is followed by a node that receives this information and which is located in the consumer sphere, the respective contractual spheres, and the refined sphere.

**Examples:**

- In alignment with the first business example given in Pattern 12, the exchange is now directed from the OEM to the service provider who delivers engines for truck production. The produced trucks may individually vary depending on customer demand. Thus, for every engine that is produced by the provider, the adjusted engine specifications must be communicated as input to the provider. That way the overall Sourcing configuration is stable from a process point of view. However, it is possible to adjust the engine production in a flexible way to requested engine variations.

- The consumer’s in-house process is depicted in Figure 14 where it has a sending conjoinment node equipped with an S label in brackets and a passive output node.
that is an \textit{in}-labelled interface place. This interface place in the domain of the service consumer serves as a passive input node for a receiving conjoinment node contained in the consumer sphere. In Figure 14 that latter node carries an \textit{R} label. Due to well-directedness, the \textit{in}-labelled interface place is replicated and contained in the refined sphere of the service provider. During enactment of the overall Sourcing configuration an exchange is carried out that is initiated by the consumer and accepted by the provider. If data flows along such control flow that is verified for soundness, it is likely that the exchange from the domain of the service consumer to the provider does not create problems.

**Pattern 14 (Provider- Initiated Bi-Directional)**

**Problem:** The service provider has to forward information to the consumer domain that should immediately be answered by a response. Such an exchange should not violate the correct termination of a Sourcing configuration.

**Description:** A sending conjoinment node that initiates information exchange to the domain of the service consumer is part of the consumer sphere, the contractual spheres, and the consumer. Such a sending conjoinment node is connected to a port at the border of the sphere through which information is exchanged to the domain of the service consumer. The port is connected to a bi-directional conjoinment node that is part of an in-house process outside of the consumer sphere. This bi-directional node receives the delivered information and responds with sending information back to the domain of the service provider through another sphere port. Finally, a receiving conjoinment node that is replicated in all spheres of a Sourcing configuration serves as a recipient for the information sent through the response port.

![Pattern 14](image-url)
Examples:

– A local service provider is booking a hotel room according to special requirements of a customer. Those requirements are delivered by a travel agency that sources in the service of booking a hotel room. Since the payment format should be kept flexible, the provider must be able to ask the travel agency during enactment how the customer would like to pay for a particular hotel room. The response from the travel agency should be received immediately by the service provider in order to finalize the hotel booking.

– In the top of Figure 15 the depicted consumer sphere contains a sending and receiving conjoinment node in the sphere. The first node carries an S label and the latter and R label. The sending conjoinment node has a passive output node that is an out-labelled interface place, which serves as an input node for the bi-directional node in the in-house process. This B-labelled conjoinment node produces an immediate response during the exchange. For this reason one passive output node of the bi-directional conjoinment node is an in-labelled interface place. Consequently, that interface place is a passive input node for the R-labelled receive node contained in the consumer sphere.

Pattern 15 (Consumer-Initiated Bi-Directional)

Problem: The consumer needs to initiate an exchange with the service provider. However, the provider is immediately responding to the opposing Sourcing domain. Such bi-directional information exchange must not endanger the correct termination of a Sourcing configuration.

Description: A sending conjoinment node that is part of the in-house process outside of the consumer sphere, is connected to a port through which information is injected into Sourcing spheres. This port is connected to a bi-directional conjoinment node that is
replicated in all spheres of to the same Sourcing configuration. The latter conjoinment node responds with information that is sent through another port back to the domain of the service consumer. Finally, a receiving conjoinment node located in the in-house process outside of the consumer sphere serves as a recipient for the information that is delivered through the second port.

**Examples:**

- A broker deals with a customer who wants to buy a house. While the process of finding a suitable house is on the way, in parallel a service provider deals with the financial matters related to providing a mortgage. For example, the service provider first needs to evaluate whether the customer of the broker is free of debts. At some point a house is found and the broker exchanges details about the price to the service provider. Based on the evaluated credit-worthiness, the provider needs to respond immediately whether a mortgage can be granted for purchasing the house. Based on the response, the broker goes ahead to offer the house or recommends that the customer needs to look for a less expensive house.

- The top of Figure 16 depicts an in-house process that contains a sending and receiving conjoinment node. The first node carries a $S$ label and the latter node a $R$ label. The sending node has a passive output node that is an $in$-labelled interface place, which denotes an information exchange into a consumer sphere takes place. This interface place serves as a passive input node for the bi-directional conjoinment node in the depicted consumer sphere. A contained $B$-labelled node produces an immediate response by placing a token in an $out$-labelled interface place. The latter interface place is a passive input node for the $R$-labelled receive node contained in the in-house process. Since the $R$ and $S$-labelled conjoinment nodes are positioned outside of the sphere, the provider’s refined sphere does not contain equally labelled conjoinment nodes. Instead the $in$ and $out$-labelled interface places are part of all spheres involved in the Sourcing configuration. Consequently, a $B$ or $BT$-labelled conjoinment node is part of the refined sphere.

Finally, it needs to be stated that all four conjoinment patterns are exposed to the same forces. When a conjoinment construct is chosen, the performance characteristics of an exchange during enactment is influenced by incorporated monitorability patterns. Depending on the conjoinment direction, the $out$ and $in$-labelled interface places need to be linked with monitorability arcs. If messaging is applied, token propagation (see Pattern 4) is suitable and if polling is applied, token takeover (see Pattern 8) is appropriate. However, such a monitorability choice influences the speed of conjoinment enactment. If token takeover is used, the defined polling period potentially postpones the conjoinment until the next polling interval starts. If token propagation is chosen, the conjoinment across Sourcing domains is started immediately. However, it is possible that the $R$, $RT$, or $B$-labelled conjoinment node is not yet enabled for responding to the conjoinment exchange.

Let us assume equally labelled conjoinment nodes are part of the consumer sphere, the respective contractual spheres, and the refined sphere. If these active nodes are linked for life-cycle monitorability (see Pattern 7 and Pattern 11) then conjoinment construction fails during build time if the lower level life-cycles can’t be semantically matched. Furthermore, just as in the case of linking $out$ and $in$-labelled interface places,
the speed of enacting conjoinment nodes varies depending on the type of employed monitorability links.

After presenting pattern specifications for the Sourcing dimensions contractual visibility, monitorability, and conjoinment, the following section presents a case study for Sourcing where the patterns are applied. The case study is input for the development of a proof-of-concept prototype in the CrossWork [1] project that focuses on the automobile industry.

9 Applying the Sourcing Patterns in a Case Study

In the automobile industry, OEM’s have several tiers of suppliers that agree to deliver parts collaboratively. Such a constellation resembles a pyramid where the OEM at the top spends considerable time and effort on aligning first and second tier suppliers for achieving the desired service provision. Thus, in the automobile industry there exists a need for a more efficient establishment of service provision across multiple tiers of supply chain.

In this case study, a truck-producing company is a service consumer that does not build all parts of the trucks by itself. Instead it has several suppliers of components that are united in a regional automobile cluster of service providers. Within that cluster the service provider A functions as a unique communication party for the entire cluster to the truck producer. Once an order for service provision is given to party A, a decomposition of the service takes place within the automobile cluster. Thus, with the agreement of the truck producer, several members of the cluster commit themselves to provide parts of the overall service. Henceforth, the suppliers of the automobile cluster are termed service providers.

The water tank itself consists of a water-tank body, a grommet, a motor pump, a dispenser, and a sealing ring. Provider A receives the order for the entire automobile cluster and organizes the distribution of the production of water-tank parts to partners of the automobile cluster. Thus, it is decided the water-tank body and the grommet are produced by service provider B, the motor pump and the sealing ring are produced by service provider C, and the dispenser is produced by service provider D. Next, this water-tank production process is translated into a Sourcing configuration in the following subsection. Furthermore, provider A takes of the tasks of initially preparing the order and assembling the finished parts into the water tank before it is delivered to the OEM.

After presenting the context of the case study, the remaining subsections are organized as follows. First, the case study is translated into an overall Sourcing configuration where the collaborating parties of the automobile cluster are organized into a virtual-enterprise network for the OEM. Next, for sake of brevity only a subset of spheres is chosen for a detailed depiction that shows how the patterns of this paper are applied to improve the design time and the analysis of a Sourcing configuration. This pattern application is split in two parts. First, it is demonstrated how patterns are instrumental during the design phase of Sourcing spheres followed by an analysis phase for which the Sourcing patterns of this paper are equally be instrumental. Finally, the technology
Fig. 17. The Overall Sourcing configuration for Sourcing a water-tank production process
employed in the proof-of-concept prototype for this water-tank case study is presented in the last subsection.

9.1 The Overall Sourcing Configuration

On the external level of Figure 17, several contractual spheres are depicted, which the consumer intends to source. From the consumer’s perspective, first the order must be prepared before all respective parts of the water tank are produced in parallel branches. After the parallel branches are completed, the assembly takes place. The contractual spheres of the external level’s virtual-enterprise network are translated to nested consumer spheres in one encapsulating consumer sphere. This consumer sphere is embedded as a subnet of the in-house process on the truck-producer’s conceptual level. Thus, the in-house process is designed for building the entire truck of which the consumer sphere is a demarcation that focuses on building the water tank.

The external level of Figure 17 also shows the providers’ contractual spheres. In the grey ellipses, labels indicate which collaborating party takes over what service provision. In order to achieve consensus on the external level, it is required that the contractual spheres of the virtual-enterprise network and the providers’ contractual spheres match in content, i.e., contain equal tasks embedded in the same control-flow structure. Furthermore, a consensus must exist about conjoinment and the extent of monitorability. The providers have refined spheres on the respective conceptual levels, which is indicated in Figure 17 by bigger sized ellipses than their respective contractual spheres on the external level. Finally, for the OEM and the service providers of the automobile cluster, Figure 17 depicts internal levels that contain icons representing legacy systems. In a Sourcing configuration such legacy systems may be extended with a service-oriented architecture so that parts of it are represented in wrapping services that are addressable by the conceptual-level processes.

For sake of brevity it is not possible in this paper to offer a detailed presentation of all Sourcing spheres that Figure 17 depicts as grey shaded ellipses. Still, one subset of Sourcing spheres is chosen for a detailed study of pattern application. Concretely, the spheres of the conceptual and external levels that are related to the production of a motor pump are chosen for a deeper exploration of pattern application. To remain consistent with the modelling notation of the pattern specifications of this paper and point out the used patterns, the detailed spheres are depicted in a Petri-net format. Note, the detailed depiction of Figure 17 shows the end state of the Sourcing configuration. The figure does not reveal information about the sequence of interaction between the OEM and the providers that results in the depicted Sourcing spheres. Such patterns of interaction are not the focus of this paper.

After providing an overall description of the water-tank Sourcing configuration, the following subsections describe how patterns are used for the design and analysis phases of a Sourcing configuration.

9.2 Using Patterns in Sourcing-Configuration Design

As stated before, one subset of related spheres depicted in Figure 17 is taken for discussing pattern application. The conceptual level of the service consumer in Figure 18
Fig. 18. Related Sourcing spheres in detail
shows a consumer sphere that is a subnet of an in-house process. Depicted clouds mean the figure abstracts from details of the in-house process. There is only one node depicted that interacts with the ports of the consumer sphere. This interacting node is a bi-directional conjoinment node (see Pattern 14) that delivers a motor-pump specification to the in-labelled interface place of the consumer sphere after withdrawing such information from the web service of the internal level.

In the consumer sphere a receive task accepts the motor-pump specification. A receive task (see Figure 12) contains a lower level life cycle and requires resource involvement, e.g., for accepting and completing. Next, a task is contained for forwarding the finished motor pump. That way the truck producer determines which forwarding company the service provider needs to use if it is assumed the consumer sphere exists before the refined sphere and the contractual spheres. Finally, a send transition returns the status of the motor-pump to the bi-directional conjoinment node via the out-labelled interface place. Note, a send transition (see Figure 12) does not involve resource involvement and it doesn’t have a lower-level life cycle. Instead the node fires immediately when enabled. The service consumer chooses to use a bi-directional conjoinment pattern because the in-house process is not supposed to carry on when the returned quality data isn’t satisfactory.

The consumer sphere only defines nodes for exchanging business information and for determining who needs to forward the produced motor pump. While the service consumer intends to project this process content to the external level, the consumer is aware that more process nodes are required for producing the motor pump. At the same time the consumer can indicate where such corresponding nodes may be inserted. Thus, a grey-box pattern (see Pattern 3) is applied where a subset of the consumer sphere is projected to the contractual sphere on the external level.

The service provider can fill the void in the consumer spheres in the refined sphere with the required additional motor-pump production steps. This scenario is depicted on the external level of Figure 18 where the consumer’s contractual sphere shows only a subset of nodes contained in the consumer sphere. A void exists between the receive task for the motor-pump specification and the task that specifies which forwarding company the service provider needs to use. Furthermore, the external level of Figure 18 also shows the provider’s contractual sphere that contains the same set of equally labelled nodes embedded in the same control-flow constructs. Thus, a consensus is depicted that may be preceded by a possibly complex negotiation procedure between the collaborating parties. An investigation of such negotiation procedures is not focus of this paper.

On the conceptual level of the service provider, the contractual sphere is refined by additional nodes. Since a grey box contractual-visibility pattern is used, the provider has freedom to complete the content of the contractual-sphere process in the refined sphere. Differently to a white-box contractual pattern (see Pattern 1), the grey-box contractual pattern does not require adherence to projection inheritance (see Subsection 4.2). In the motor-pump spheres the OEM does not dictate in which way the production steps should be defined. Figure 18 shows boldly lined tasks that represent inserted nodes in the refined sphere. Thus, after receiving the motor-pump specification, the motor and the pump are produced in parallel branches before they are assembled in a joining task. Next, the ready motor pump is forwarded as defined by the truck producer and
subsequently quality data is transferred in a document about the motor-pump status to the domain of the service consumer. The tasks focusing on producing and forwarding the motor-pump interact with a web service of the provider.

For transitively linking the refined sphere with the consumer sphere via the external level, two monitorability patterns are used, namely token messaging (see Pattern 5) and token propagation (see Pattern 4). In the water-tank case study it is assumed that selecting such monitorability patterns is determined by the heterogenous system environment that are used in the domains of the collaborating parties. Token messaging is used for connecting the \( i \)-labelled interface places. For an enactment application of the Sourcing configuration token messaging means once the enactment of the in-house process has reached the consumer sphere, such a state is messaged across the organizational domains and the enactment of the provider’s refined sphere commences. Token messaging is also used for connecting \( in \) and \( out \)-labelled interface places for exchanging the motor-pump specification and the status report across organizational domains. Finally, given the system infrastructure of the collaborating parties, token propagation is employed for connecting the \( o \)-labelled interface places of the refined sphere and the consumer sphere via the external level. In the Sourcing configuration of the water-tank case this means the enactment of the refined sphere is terminated and this event is communicated to the domain of the truck producer where the enactment of the next consumer sphere is starting.

9.3 Using Patterns in Sourcing-Configuration Analysis

The created Sourcing configuration of Figure 18 must be verified for correct termination before enactment. By doing so the likelihood of penalty payments because of failed service provision is reduced. Thus, the parties independently submit their respective processes to a trusted third party. The consumer submits the entire in-house process and the providers submit their refined spheres without having to disclose internal business details to the collaborating counterpart. The trusted third party "collapses" the Sourcing configuration by replacing all nested consumer spheres of the in-house process with the refined spheres. Next, the correct termination of the collapsed net is verified. For the Sourcing configuration of Figure 18 this verification fails. The reason is a deadlock contained in the processes that is caused by the bi-directional conjoinment node. As this node needs to wait for the \( S \)-labelled conjoinment node to fire, it can never be enabled. In fact, revisiting the specification of Pattern 14 makes it apparent that a provider-initiated bi-directional conjoinment can not be applied for the nested consumer sphere of Figure 18 as the \( RT \)-labelled node is modelled before the \( S \)-labelled node.

After the evaluation of correct termination, the trusted third party sends the deadlock information back to the service consumer who has to remodel the in-house process. The changed in-house process depicted in Figure 19, has the bi-directional conjoinment node replaced with a send task and a receive task. Since such conjoinment nodes require resource involvement, it is ensured the in-house process can be halted if the quality feedback is not satisfactory. Consequently, a repeated termination verification by the trusted third party is successful, provided no deadlocks are caused by other parts of the Sourcing configuration.
After showing how Sourcing patterns are applied in one set of spheres that belong to the water-tank case study for the CrossWork proof-of-concept prototype, the following subsection discusses in further detail the employed technology. That way the feasibility of tooling in a Sourcing context is demonstrated.

9.4 Employed Technology

By using service-oriented computing technology, the conceptual-level processes are harmonized on the external level of a Sourcing configuration by middleware. Furthermore, it is mentioned in Subsection 9.1 that legacy systems of collaborating parties need to be extended with a service-oriented architecture in order to be integrable in a Sourcing configuration. Thus, Figure 18 shows on the internal levels web services in the consumer and provider domain. These web services represent a bridge from the nodes of the conceptual levels to the respective legacy systems of the collaborating parties. In the water-tank case every collaborating party has one web service only for wrapping legacy systems.

For the external level of the water-tank case study, one file is defined in eSML [36] (electronic Sourcing Markup Language). The Sourcing patterns that are specified in this paper are all contained in eSML as elements and attributes of the language schema. Furthermore, eSML enables contracting as it is defined on top of ECML [13] (Electronic Contracting Markup Language) and covers the control-flow perspective by adopting XRL [33]. CrossWork has adopted XRL and its enactment application called XRL/flower [34, 35, 47]. Data-flow is realized by including in the eSML schema earlier specified patterns [44] of this perspective. The resource perspective of eSML is represented by adopting a merged model [10, 32, 43] that permits the capture of organizational and production facts such as machine data, material, space, and so on. These facts are instrumental for achieving an intelligent distribution of tasks, i.e., by paying attention to resource availability and limitations.

For all conceptual levels of the water-tank case study BPEL [19] is used. Thus, the transitions with RT labels of the conceptual level in Figure 18 stand for receive nodes in BPEL and an S-labelled transition for a reply. A BT-labelled transition is in BPEL an invoke node with contained inputVariable and outputVariable definitions. Transitions
with other labels on the conceptual level are simple invoke nodes. In the spheres on the
external-level the RT-labelled transitions represent in eSML receive transition nodes
and S-labelled transition are send transition nodes. All other transitions are task nodes
in eSML. For adhering to Petri-net notation, the detailed depictions in the Sourcing
spheres of Figure 18 contain states. Thus, the BPEL and eSML processes of the external
and conceptual levels in the water-tank case study are not precisely represented by the
detailed depictions of Figure 18. Still, as far as it is currently possible, the patterns of
earlier sections of this paper are applied in the water-tank case study.

By choosing BPEL for the conceptual levels, enactment technology is readily avail-
able. However, BPEL is primarily intended for web-service orchestration and doesn’t
offer a comparable expressive power in differing perspectives such as Sourcing, control-
flow, data-flow, resources, and so on, that are relevant for the creation of Sourcing con-
figuration. Consequently, the application of eSML on the external level is drastically
limited to the intersection of both languages. Note, the latter language is specifically
designed for inter-organizational business process collaboration and supports all Sourc-
ing patterns of this paper. This limitation means that only a subset of the eSML schema
is applicable for the water-tank case, i.e., the elements and attributes that can either
directly or with some approximation be mapped to BPEL elements and attributes.

Sourcing incorporates support for verifying the correctness of control-flow termina-
tion. Collaborating parties don’t want to see the business process details of the Sourcing
configuration in Figure 17 revealed to collaborating counterparts. For analyzing control-
flow properties, the "collapsed" net of the Sourcing configuration must be mapped to a
format that Woflan [46] understands as a trusted third party. In CrossWork this trusted
third party is represented by a software agent. By performing a priory control-flow eval-
uation, the enactment phase of the Sourcing configuration is more likely to succeed. It
is planned to extend the verification capabilities of Woflan to other perspectives such as
data-flow and resource.

The case study of this section that applies the concept of Sourcing and patterns
specified in this paper, shows how inter-organizational business process collaboration
can be realized. However, the case study raises the question which scope exists for
extending and enhancing the concept of Sourcing. The following section attempts to
deal with this question.

10 Extending the Sourcing Concept

Based on the concept of Sourcing, scope for follow-up research is given. Other rele-
vant perspectives for further research are data flow, resource, and exception and compen-
sation handling. While patterns for an intra-organizational data-flow and resource
perspective have been proposed [43, 44], the concept of Sourcing is indispensable for
explore inter-organizational patterns for the data-flow and resource perspective on an
inter-organizational level. The same is true for managing exception and compensation
handling for Sourcing configurations that span across organizational boundaries.

Besides the Sourcing dimensions, more perspectives for the domain of DIBPM need
to be explored that create additional, multi-dimensional spaces for other perspectives.
For example, an interaction perspective is focusing on the way how a service consumer
and provider create a Sourcing configuration. Besides out-sourcing, where a consumer 
projects a sphere to an external level and the provider agrees to provide a refined sphere, 
other forms of build-time interaction exist based on the flexible concept of Sourcing. For 
extreme, the reverse scenario of in-sourcing starts with a sphere of a service provider 
that is projected to the external level before the consumer accepts and integrates the 
sphere in its own in-house process on the conceptual level. Furthermore, the Sourc-
ing counterparts may pursue a public-to-private approach [11] where the interaction 
between Sourcing counterparts starts with the contractual spheres of the external level 
followed by the creation of conceptual-level processes. A reversed interaction direction 
from private-to-public starts with conceptual-level processes of the Sourcing counter-
parts that are forged on an external level into a Sourcing configuration.

Moreover, the utilization of Sourcing spheres in a three-level framework forms a 
base for exploring exception handling and compensation that is part of a transaction 
concept that needs to reflect e-business requirements. Since Sourcing is intended for 
commmercial inter-organizational collaboration, it is essential to lay a foundation for a 
concept that not only supports a negotiation-process during the formation of a Sourc-
ing configuration but also ensures enactment safety. By using spheres for providing 
and consuming services, it is feasible to equip a Sourcing configuration with an inter-
organizational business-transaction concept. A transaction model for inter-organizational 
business collaboration termed X-transaction [22] is adaptable for Sourcing. The use of 
spheres permits the introduction of necessary e-business specific atomicities [39], e.g., 
contractual atomicity, non-repudiation atomicity, payment atomicity, delivery atomicity. 
Furthermore, Sourcing can be combined with the ongoing project called XTC [27, 48] 
(eXecution of Transactional Contracted e-services), where the objective is pursued to 
develop a business-transaction framework that utilizes abstract transactional constructs 
to provide a generic foundation for the support of complex transactional services in 
contract-driven inter-organizational business interactions that rely on dynamically com-
pared web services. 

Finally, while the conceptual sections of this paper focus on bi-lateral contracting, 
the case study demonstrates that the concept of Sourcing is sufficiently flexible to cater 
for multi-lateral contracting. Therefore, future research shall investigate the scenario of 
multiple Sourcing spheres in one service consumer’s conceptual-level process that are 
projected in one connected process to the external level. Thus, each Sourcing sphere of 
the service consumer’s contractual process is related to a separate provider sphere con-
tained on the external level. Accordingly, several conceptual levels for each respective 
provider contain the corresponding refined spheres of a Sourcing configuration. However, in future research such bi-lateral contracting requires adjustments with 
respect to the control-flow properties (see Subsection 4) of the service consumer’s pro-
cesses on the conceptual and external level.

11 Conclusion

For an exploration of Sourcing, this paper pursues a top-down method of pattern dis-
covery. Sourcing uses a three-level business process framework to manage the concep-
tual, business, and technological complexity involved in inter-organizational collabora-
tion for commercial purposes. Furthermore, the paper informally presents control-flow properties of a Sourcing configuration, which is a prerequisite for structurally matching processes of a service consumer and provider. These properties include provisions that allow a service provider to extend a business process with additional tasks that are opaque for the service consumer without violating the desired enactment behavior of the overall service provision.

The characteristics of Sourcing are explored in a top-down way based on a multidimensional, logical space with the dimensions contractual visibility, monitorability, and conjoinment. Further refining dimension values create a taxonomy for Sourcing-pattern specifications, which allows to deal with the inherent complexity of Sourcing in a technology independent way.

The patterns of this paper are used in the ongoing EU-project called CrossWork where Sourcing is an integral concept. In a work package of CrossWork an XML based language called eSML (electronic Sourcing Markup Language) has been developed. In ongoing case studies Sourcing scenarios from industrial partners of the CrossWork project are formulated in eSML. Currently a proof-of-concept prototype is under development as part of a deliverable for CrossWork that carries out these eSML-formulated Sourcing scenarios in a web-based way.

The case study shows that Sourcing is a suitable concept for matching service consuming and providing business processes while allowing each party to keep essential business-process parts hidden from each other. Tool support is available for verifying before enactment the correct termination of processes that are part of a Sourcing configuration. Furthermore, without disclosing process details of internally refined service provision, tool support is instrumental for assuring a consumer that a provider adheres to the agreed upon service without imposing fixed, standardized routing on the latter party.
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